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Boron One Holdings Inc. Hosts Ambassador of
Canada to Serbia for Piskanja Boron Project
Site Visit

22.04.2024 | Accesswire

VICTORIA, April 22, 2024 - Boron One Holdings Inc. (the "Company") (TSXV:BONE), a company dedicated
to the decarbonization of Planet Earth through the responsible utilization of its boron assets, is delighted to
report that its wholly owned operating subsidiary, Balkan Gold d.o.o., had the honor of hosting Canadian
Ambassador Giles Norman and Trade Commissioner Filip Petrovi?, who both recently inspected the
Company's Piskanja Boron Project in Serbia.

The site visit commenced with Ambassador Norman and Mr. Petrovi? attending a brief presentation
regarding the ongoing development plans for the Piskanja Boron Project. Mr. Cvetkovi?, Director of the
state-owned Ibar Mines which owns the Pobrdje Boron Mine, then joined the meeting to discuss the potential
for mutually beneficial future cooperation between the two organizations. The visit continued with an
inspection of the Company's field office and some of the Piskanja Property drill locations, in order to
demonstrate that the Company's exploration programs have been conducted in an environmentally and
socially responsible manner. While inspecting the field site, the Ambassador's group was met with an
impromptu, cordial greeting by several area residents, showing their support for the development of the
Piskanja Project.

Tim Daniels, President of Boron One, stated, "We are very pleased that the visit left a good impression on
Ambassador Norman. He concluded that the Piskanja Project has much potential, and that we are on track
to achieving our goal of developing a going concern mining operation. He also emphasized that in future
discussions with officials from the Republic of Serbia, he will cite our exemplary relations with Ibar Mines as
a model for how Canadian companies can ally themselves with Serbian state-owned companies, for the
mutual benefit of all. Ambassador Norman also commended us for maintaining excellent relations with the
local population. I wish to thank Ambassador Norman for taking the time to visit our project, and for his
continued support which we very much appreciate."

Photos of Ambassador Norman's site visit are available here.

On behalf of the Board of Directors,

Tim Daniels

About Boron One Holdings Inc. (formerly known as Erin Ventures Inc.)
Boron One Holdings Inc. is a leading company dedicated to advancing the decarbonization of our planet
through the responsible utilization of its wholly owned boron assets. With a commitment to environmental
stewardship and sustainability, Boron One aims to play a crucial role in reducing the carbon footprint and
supporting a cleaner, greener future.

Headquartered in Victoria, B.C., Canada, Boron One's shares are traded on the TSX Venture Exchange
under the symbol "BONE". For detailed information please see Boron One's website at www.boronone.com
or the Company's filed documents at https://www.sedarplus.ca/

For further information, please contact: Boron's Public Quotations:
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Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

For Boron One Holdings Inc. Investors
Certain statements made in this press release that are not based on historical information are
forward-looking statements that involve substantial known and unknown risks and uncertainties. This press
release contains express or implied forward-looking statements relating to, among other things, Boron One's
expectations concerning management's plans, objectives and strategies, including its plans for advancing
the Company's Piskanja Project through to an exploitation license. These statements are neither promises
nor guarantees but are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond our control,
and which could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated in these forward-looking
statements. Existing and prospective investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. Factors that could cause actual results
to differ materially from any forward-looking statement include, but are not limited to, failure to convert
estimated mineral resources to reserves, capital and operating costs varying significantly from estimates, the
preliminary nature of metallurgical test results, delays in obtaining or failures to obtain required
governmental, environmental or other project approvals, political risks, uncertainties relating to the availability
and costs of financing needed in the future, changes in equity markets, inflation, changes in exchange rates,
fluctuations in commodity prices, delays in the development of projects and the other risks involved in the
mineral exploration and development industry.Boron One Holdings Inc. undertakes no obligation to update or
revise the information contained in this press release, whether as a result of new information, future events
or circumstances or otherwise except as expressly required by applicable securities law. Further information
regarding the uncertainties and risks can be found in the disclosure documents filed by Boron One with the
securities regulatory authorities, available at www.sedar.com. These and other factors made in public
disclosures and filings by the Company should be considered carefully.

SOURCE: Boron One Holdings Inc.

View the original press release on accesswire.com
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